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Quantum computers promise improving machine learning. We investigated the per-

formance of new quantum neural network designs. Quantum neural networks cur-

rently employed rely on a feature map to encode the input into a quantum state. This

state is then evolved via a parameterized variational circuit. Finally, a measurement

is performed and post-processed on a classical computer to extract the prediction

of the quantum model. We develop a new technique, where we merge feature map

and variational circuit into a single parameterized circuit and post-process the re-

sults using a classical neural network. On a variety of real and generated datasets,

we show that the new, combined approach outperforms the separated feature map

& variational circuit method. We achieve lower loss, better accuracy, and faster

convergence.
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I. INTRODUCTION

On classical, conventional computers, neural networks (a class of supervised models)

have been successfully employed in the last decade. Neural network models have achieved

human or super-human performance on tasks such as image classification12, text translation3,

playing boardgames4, and predicting how proteins folds5.

FIG. 1. Supervised learning. A training dataset consists of a list of observations. Each observation

contains an input vector and a target. The task of a supervised model consists in learning from the

training dataset how to predict the target given the input vector. The goal is to obtain a model

that predicts accurately on novel inputs. That is, the model generalizes from the training dataset

to new observations.

Quantum neural networks are the equivalent of these classical neural networks but are

deployed on quantum computers. Quantum computers were first proposed in 1982 by

Feynman6 on the ground that exact simulations on classical computers grow exponentially

in the space-time volume of a physical system. In contrast, those quantum computers could

simulate nature requiring only proportional computational resources. In the mean time,

quantum algorithms have been found with exponential speedups over their best known clas-

sical counterparts – notably prime number factorization7; other quantum algorithms have

quadratic speedups8. These achievements, as well as the knowledge that classical comput-

ers cannot efficiently simulate quantum computers, have stirred the hope that quantum

computers can lead to a speedup in quantum neural networks as well.

With the creation in recent years of the first physical quantum computers91011, these

quantum algorithms have been run on actual devices. However, these first quantum com-
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puters are noisy, intermediate-scale quantum computers (also called NISQs12). These limited

devices only possess 10-100’s of qubits, and thus only small quantum circuits can run on

them. Furthermore, due to noise (i.e., errors when applying operations), these circuits need

to be shallow, i.e. contain only limited operations. The advent of these NISQs has spurred

the development of a new class of quantum algorithms that could realistically be run on such

devices. These new algorithms are effective with a low number of qubits, have low circuit

depths, and are resilient to errors. This encourages research into quantum neural networks

that could already run on NISQs and provide speedups over classical counterparts.

The proposed structure of such a quantum neural network is described in Fig 2131415.

FIG. 2. Typical quantum neural net. For each observation, the input vector X is encoded into

the statevector of a quantum circuit via a feature map Φ(X). This feature map carries out a set

of rotations and entanglements which depend on the input fed to it. (Note: the input X could

be pre-processed by a classical computer/neural net to reduce the number of features to a more

manageable size.) Subsequently, a parameterized variational circuit V (θ) evolves the state, where

θ is a list of parameters. Finally, the measurement M of the circuit is post-processed on a classical

computer into an output = f(M). This is the prediction of the quantum neural network.

The quantum neural network, similar to its classical analog, is trained on a dataset. A loss

function is computed by comparing the predictions of the model with the target data. An

optimizer – that runs on a classical computer – searches for the minimum loss by repeatedly

running the quantum circuit and varying the parameters θ. For a quantum neural network,

it will optimize the parameters that define the rotations and entanglements of the quantum

circuit.

The choice of feature map and variational circuit is crucial in such design. Typically,
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the feature map is not parameterized and depends solely on the input. (Though, the idea

to parametrize the feature map was envisioned before16.) Φ(X) is rather based on some

physical intuition or inspired by quantum chemistry17. This puts a lot of burden on humans

to find clever feature- and variational circuits.

II. APPROACH

We propose that the split into a feature and variational circuit is an unnecessary and

artificial division. This two-step approach seems to originate from the thinking that we

need to first “inject/encode the classical information” onto the quantum circuit, and then

have a parameterized circuit provide “a prediction on the encoded data.”18

Neural networks on classical computers rely on few human inputs (merely a high-level

structure of the model) and then crunch huge amounts of data. They rely heavily on statistics

over analytical thinking; lots of empirical data over humans doing analytical work. In the

same line of thought, we propose to merge the feature map and variational circuit into a

single parameterized circuit, which depends on the input vector and a set of parameters θ.

We note here that the quantum device runs the entire circuit at once, and that separation

into feature map and variational circuit is irrelevant to the compiler.

We also envision that the post-processing happens with a parameterizable classical model,

instead of a fixed post-processing function.
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FIG. 3. New design of quantum neural net. For each observation, a parameterized circuit V (X, θ)

is created, where X is the input vector. θ is a list of parameters which the optimizer will vary to

search for the minimum loss. We call this the combined circuit. Next, each qubit is measured.

Finally, these measurements M are post-processed by feeding them into a parametrizable classical

neural network. This is the output of the quantum-classical neural net tandem.

The first big difference compared to previously designed quantum neural nets is the

combination of feature and variational parts into one. This effectively fully parametrizes

the feature map and leaves it up to the optimizer to figure out the best combined circuit.

Secondly, we parametrize the post-processing part. Namely, instead of relying on a fixed

function, we use a classical neural net sequentially after the quantum neural net. We dub

this the quantum-classical tandem. We could go even further by using this as a building

block and create an overall architecture that consists of repeating this block (quantum -

classical) N times. Deep classical nets are able to approximate any function19. No such

general proof, however, is known for quantum computers. By mixing a quantum net (=qnn)

with a classical one (=cnn), we hope to bring out the strengths of both.

This line of thought opens the door to new forms of qnns. High-level design by humans

is still necessary to define the overall circuit. But the bulk of the work should be done by

the different qnn and cnn ‘building blocks’. The idea of using multiple cnn and qnn blocks

is approached in the existing TensorflowQuantum20, although the authors focus more on the

possibilities of their software library and don’t motivate the choice of mixing cnn and qnn

blocks.
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We, in contrast, explicitly desire to mix cnn and qnn blocks. Our reasoning is: 1) the qnn

blocks don’t have known, proven speedups over the classical counterparts. 2) But qnn with

entanglement gates cannot efficiently be simulated by classical computers, so some quantum

speedup potential exists. 3) By blending both cnn and qnn, we intend the cnn to find out

the correct way of feeding information to and extracting from the qnn. Hence we propose

this hybrid quantum-classical neural network, which makes it possible to utilize existing

quantum computers to their fullest extent.

III. RESULTS

We test different models on a three datesets. The models are trained on a subset of

the data. The loss and accuracy of each model are then assessed on a validation dataset,

comprising observations not used in training. Only results for this validation dataset are

reported. We test 5 different models: one classical, two quantum, and two combined classi-

cal/quantum. The quantum part is done via a simulation, and not directly run onto a NISQ

device.

A. Models

The classical neural net

The classical neural network, classical net, that is used is the following:

FIG. 4. Classical neural network. The input vector X of size N is first provided to a hidden

layer. The output is then fed to a second hidden layer of equal size. Finally, a dense layer of size 1

produces the output. Omitted from this figure are any activation functions. We use leaky relu for

regression, and tanh and the sigmoid activation function for classification problems.
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The feature and variational quantum neural net

The quantum neural network design presented in FIG. 2. serves as a basis. More

specifically, we borrow from an architecture proposed and motivated by Havlicek (2019)18.

The feature map is a ZzFeatureMap with 2 repetitions, as defined in IBM Qiskit21. The

variational circuit is a RealAmplitudes circuit, as defined by IBM Qiskit22. We test using

the parity of the measured qubits is used as post-processing function, and call this model

featureVar. We also test appending a classical net, which does the post-processing; we dub

this featureVar + cnn.

The combined quantum neural net

A form of the quantum neural network design is presented in FIG. 3. Many different

combined variational circuits V (X, θ) could be proposed. A multitude of rotation gates are

applied, depending on either Xi, or some θi, or a product of both. Entangling gates are

applied as well.

Some practical considerations need to be kept in mind, in particular hardware efficiency

of NISQ devices. Notably: circuit depth needs to be limited, entangling gates generate

the most errors, and the connectivity of the device needs to be considered. Nonetheless,

the parameterized circuit must be expressive and entangling gates need to be included.

Otherwise the quantum circuit could efficiently be simulated by a classical computer and

hence provide no advantage.

The exact design is provided in the Appendix. We call this circuit the combined qnn

when the parity of the measured qubits is used as output. When – instead of parity – a

classical net is appended to the quantum circuit and delivers the final output, we name this

model combined qnn + cnn. This corresponds with the design presented in FIG. 3.

B. Results on Generated Classification Dataset

We generate a random dataset with the make classification function from the sklearn

python library. The dataset contains 350 observations x 3 features and a (0,1) target.

Out of the three, two are informative and one is a useless feature. This forms a binary

classification problem.
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FIG. 5. Plot of the generated dataset results. The binary cross entropy loss (left) and accuracy

(right) on the validation set.

The classical net achieves a loss of 0.271 on the validation set, and an accuracy of 91.4%.

In contrast, the featureVar. model performs poorer. By adding a classical net as postprocess

to this qnn (featureVar. + cnn), the performance improves but remains below the classical

net. The combined qnn achieves better accuracy and lower loss. And the combined qnn

+ cnn has a performance about equal to the classical net, despite less than half of the

parameter count.

model name # of classical / quantum parameters min loss max accuracy

classical net 28 / 0 0.271 91.4%

featureVar. 0 / 6 0.492 81.4%

featureVar. + cnn 4 / 6 0.373 85.7%

combined qnn 0 / 9 0.427 91.4%

combined qnn + cnn 4 / 9 0.270 90.0%

TABLE I. Results for the generated dataset. For each model, the number of classical and quantum

parameters, the best loss and the best accuracy is shown.
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C. Results on Diabetes Classification Dataset

This is a real-life dataset from a Kaggle competition23. This dataset is originally from

the National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases. The objective of the

dataset is to diagnostically predict whether or not a patient has diabetes, based on certain

diagnostic measurements included in the dataset. It contains 768 observations x 3 features

and a (0,1) target. We only use a subset of features (3 out of 8) on this dataset for two

reasons. Firstly, to speed up the computation time as the simulation of quantum circuits is

otherwise slow. Secondly, using all the features of the dataset leads to ‘acing’, i.e. reaching

95-99% accuracy. The final score is then often determined by a few outlier points. And

this makes comparing the relative performance of the models difficult. This is a binary

classification problem.
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FIG. 6. Plot of the Diabetes dataset results. The binary cross entropy loss (left) and accuracy

(right) on the validation set.

The classical net achieves a loss of 0.500 on the validation set, and an accuracy of 78%.

The featureVar. performs the poorest. By adding a classical net to postprocess this qnn

(featureVar. + cnn), the performance improves drastically and is on par with the classical

net, despite a lower parameter count. The combined qnn and combined qnn + cnn score

below that.
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model name # of classical / quantum parameters min loss max accuracy

classical net 28 / 0 0.500 77.9%

featureVar. 0 / 6 0.640 68.8%

featureVar. + cnn 4 / 6 0.500 78.0%

combined qnn 0 / 9 0.569 66.9%

combined qnn + cnn 4 / 9 0.529 74.0%

TABLE II. Results for the Diabetes dataset. For each model, the number of classical and quantum

parameters, the best loss and the best accuracy is shown.

D. Results on Banknote Fraud Classification Dataset

This is real-life dataset24 based on images of genuine and forged banknotes. Wavelet

Transform tool were used to extract features from the images. The dataset contains 1372

observations x 2 features and a binary (0,1) target. We only use a subset of features (2 out

4) on this dataset to speed up the computation time and to avoid ‘acing’. (i.e. reaching

95-99% accuracy where the final score is then often determined by a few outlier points, which

makes comparing the relative performance of the models difficult.)
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FIG. 7. Plot of the Banknote Fraud dataset results. The binary cross entropy loss (left) and

accuracy (right) on the validation set.

The classical net achieves a loss of 0.300 on the validation set, and an accuracy of 88.4%.

From all models, it scores the best. The featureVar. performs the poorest, with double

the loss and an accuracy of only 67.3%. By adding a classical net to postprocess this

qnn (featureVar. + cnn), the performance improves but remains below classical net. The

combined qnn and combined qnn + cnn achieve results almost on par to the classical net,

despite a lower parameter count.

model name # of classical / quantum parameters min loss max accuracy

classical net 15 / 0 0.300 88.4%

featureVar. 0 / 4 0.606 67.3%

featureVar. + cnn 3 / 4 0.499 78.2%

combined qnn 0 / 7 0.355 85.5%

combined qnn + cnn 3 / 7 0.318 87.6%

TABLE III. Results for the Banknote Fraud dataset. For each model, the number of classical and

quantum parameters, the best loss and the best accuracy is shown.
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IV. DISCUSSION

Comparing the relative performance of a classical neural network with a quantum one

should be done with caution. Firstly, only minimal tuning of hyperparameters (batch size,

learning rate, optimizer, ...) was done in the problems studied. Secondly, the number of

parameters was not equal across the different models. (A lower parameter count was chosen

for the quantum models, to reduce the simulation time. While arguably this penalizes them,

on the other hand, the quantum models still are much more costly to run both on NISQs

or by simulating them on a classical computer.) Finally, the cases studied here only have a

few features, and it is not guaranteed any findings generalize to larger feature spaces.

We give a further observation about optimizers: the output of a quantum circuit is

inherently stochastic due to the finite amount of runs of the circuit. This is the case even

when a quantum computer is fully error corrected. The Adam optimizer used in the sim-

ulation wasn’t designed with this in mind. To extract the measurement probabilities, we

hence use an exact statevector simulation instead of repeatedly running the circuit. While

this removes the stochasticity, this would not be possible when running on a real quantum

computer.

We use here the classical net as a benchmark for the other models. All three cases showed

similar trends:

1. The quantum neural networks with separated feature and variational part underper-

formed in both loss and accuracy.

2. The combined quantum neural network outperformed the other quantum net designs.

3. Replacing the fixed post-processing function with a neural net running on a classical

computer significantly improved the accuracy and reduced the loss.

4. The qnn-cnn tandem achieved results on par with the classical net, despite a lower

parameter count.

Some tests (results not shown) were also done by leaving out a hidden layer in the classical

net, forming shallower classical neural nets. These model had a lower parameter count, but

underperformed and were left out of further analysis.
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The key finding is that the new design outperforms the more typical qnn designs and

is even on par with deep classical nets. Moreover, the whole ‘hybrid’ (qnn - cnn) setup

is more efficient than a classical net, achieving equal results with a much lower amount of

parameters.

V. CONCLUSION

The new architecture proposed within this paper shows promise on a variety of datasets.

Merging feature and variational circuit and – especially – post-processing results with a

small classical layer achieves results about equal to deep classical neural networks. It is

hypothesized that the tandem of a quantum-classical model can bring out the strengths

of both. We suggest blending quantum nets with classical ones as an avenue for further

research.
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CODE

Code to reproduce the datasets and figures can be found in the following GitHub reposi-

tory: https://github.com/fpetitzon/Study_of_new_designs_in_quantum_neural_networks
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APPENDIX

FIG. 8. The combined quantum neural network for the case N = 3. A mix of entanglements

and parameterized rotations are executed. X are the input features, and the Greek letters are

parameters to be optimized. The number of entanglements scales as ∼ 6N , and only neighboring

connectivity between the qubits is assumed.
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